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Key Governance Principles that
Define Exceptional School Boards:
How Does Your Board Measure Up?

Henry Contant • SCSBC Executive Director
If your school board were issued a report card on its governance performance of the past six
months, what marks would it receive? Would it receive an A for more than attendance? A C+ for
compliance? An F for maintaining confidentiality? A B+ for fundraising? Would it receive a “needs
improvement” comment encouraging it to become more strategic and visionary and less managerial? And would it receive a “less than satisfactory” in the category of being responsive to changing
demographics and educational trends?
School governance is not an either/or dilemma. It’s a both/and situation — compliance and leadership, oversight and fundraising, challenge and support. Christian school boards must focus on
advancing their school’s mission through active board leadership.
A school board may meet every legal requirement, adhere to proper procedures, and still be ineffective if it is not engaged in setting strategic direction and supporting the school and its administrative team to achieve the school’s mission. If a school board neglects the full range of its responsibilities, it may preclude the Christian school from reaching its potential.
To help boards operate at the best and highest use of their collective ability, BoardSource, an
authority on governance, developed The Source: Twelve Principles of Governance That Power Exceptional Boards. Drawing on observations, academic knowledge, and proven practices, they identified the
common traits and actions of boards that made discernible differences to their organizations.
To highlight these differences, they distinguished between “responsible” boards and “exceptional”
boards. A responsible board is capable and dutiful in carrying out its responsibilities. It understands its fiduciary obligations, and adds value to the organization by approving strategic plans
and budgets, regularly reviewing financial statements, evaluating the principal / superintendent,
and participating in fundraising. An exceptional board
operates on a higher level that is both “more” and
		
“different.” Undoubtedly, its members give more
— of their time, talent, and treasure. But, they
also give differently — their time may
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be spent more wisely, their skills and social networks better
leveraged, and their treasure more strategically deployed. Exceptional boards measure organizational impact and evaluate their
own performance, discuss and debate issues and open doors
and make connections.
The difference between responsible and exceptional boards lies
in thoughtfulness and intentionality, action and engagement,
knowledge and communication.
The following twelve principles1 offer principals and superintendents a description of an empowered school board that is
a strategic asset to be leveraged. They provide board members
with a vision of what is possible and a way to add lasting value
to the Christian school they lead.
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CONSTRUCTIVE PARTNERSHIP: Exceptional boards govern
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COMPLIANCE WITH INTEGRITY: Exceptional boards promote

strong ethical values and disciplined compliance by establishing appropriate mechanisms for active oversight. They use these
mechanisms, such as independent audits, to ensure accountability and sufficient controls; to deepen their understanding of the
school; and to reduce the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse.

SUSTAINING RESOURCES: Exceptional boards link bold

visions and ambitious plans to financial support, expertise, and
networks of influence. Linking budgeting to strategic planning,
they approve activities that can be realistically financed with
existing or attainable resources, while ensuring that the school
has the infrastructure and internal capacity it needs.

RESULTS-ORIENTATED: Exceptional boards are results-orien-

in constructive partnership with the principal / superintendent,
recognizing that the effectiveness of the board and principal/
superintendent are interdependent. They build this partnership
through trust, candor, respect, and honest communication.

tated. They measure the school’s progress towards mission and
evaluate the performance of major programs and services. They
gauge efficiency, effectiveness, and impact, while simultaneously
assessing the quality of service delivery, integrating benchmarks
against peers, and calculating return on investment.

MISSION DRIVEN: Exceptional boards shape and uphold the

INTENTIONAL BOARD PRACTICES: Exceptional boards

mission, articulate a compelling vision, and ensure the congruence between decisions and core values. They treat questions of
mission, vision, and core values not as exercises to be done once,
but as statements of crucial importance to be drilled down and
folded into deliberations.

STRATEGIC THINKING: Exceptional boards allocate time

to what matters most and continuously engage in strategic
thinking to hone the school’s direction. They not only align
agendas and goals with strategic priorities, but also use them
for assessing the chief executive, driving meeting agendas, and
shaping board recruitment.

CULTURE OF ENQUIRY: Exceptional boards institutionalize a

culture of enquiry, mutual respect, and constructive debate that
leads to sound and shared decision making. They seek more
information, question assumptions, and challenge conclusions
so that they may advocate for solutions based on analysis.

INDEPENDENT-MINDEDNESS: Exceptional boards are

independent-minded. They apply rigorous conflict-of-interest
procedures, and their board members put the interests of the
school above all else when making decisions. They do not
allow their votes to be unduly influenced by loyalty to the chief
executive or by seniority, position, or reputation of fellow board
members, staff, or donors.

ETHOS OF TRANSPARENCY: Exceptional boards promote an

ethos of transparency by ensuring that donors, stakeholders, and
interested members of the public have access to appropriate and
accurate information regarding finances, operations, and results.
They also extend transparency internally, ensuring that every
board member has equal access to relevant materials when
making decisions.
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purposefully structure themselves to fulfill essential governance
duties and to support organizational priorities. Making governance intentional, not incidental, exceptional boards invest in
structures and practices that can be thoughtfully adapted to
changing circumstances.

CONTINUOUS LEARNING: Exceptional boards embrace the

qualities of a continuous learning organization, evaluating
their own performance and assessing the value they add to the
school. They embed learning opportunities into routine governance work and in activities outside of the boardroom.

REVITALIZATION: Exceptional boards energize themselves

through planned turnover, thoughtful recruitment, and inclusiveness. They see the correlation between mission, strategy,
and board composition, and they understand the importance of
fresh perspectives and the risks of closed groups. They revitalize themselves through diversity of experience and through
continuous recruitment.
This list of twelve guiding principles is not meant to be exhaustive or complete. However, it does offer boards a benchmark
against which they can measure themselves and ask if they are
becoming an “exceptional” board. Our Christian schools deserve
nothing less!
Henry Contant (contant@twu.ca)
is the SCSBC Executive Director

1 Excerpted with permission from The Source: Twelve Principles
of Governance That Power Exceptional Boards, a publication of
BoardSource, formerly the National Center for Nonprofit Boards.
For more information about BoardSource, call 800-883-6262 or go
to www.boardsource.org. BoardSource © [2011].

Communicating Your Key Messages
Gerry Ebbers • SCSBC Consultant for Stewardship and Development
We need to constantly repeat our key messages for them to soak
in to the hearts and minds of our school communities. What
should your key messages be? Here are some important ones:
yy This school is the great school it is because of your involvement. Public relations message to counter a "fee for service"
mentality.
yy This is a great school with excellent academics and all the
variety of programs that students need. Retention message to
counter the tendency to see greener grass at another school.
yy You are the best advertisers for this school and we need your
help. Recruitment message to engage parents and students in
this essential work.
yy Tuition and grants do not cover the full costs of running our
school. Fundraising message to reinforce the importance of
giving to the school.
You’ll want to repeat these messages in a variety of ways and
settings as often as you can. Here’s an example of how you
might do that at a school event, perhaps the annual Christmas
concert that you probably held last December, or a spring Fine
Arts program that may be coming up. I realize that these events
are opportunities for students to show what they have learned,
which illustrates your most important message – we are fulfilling
our mission, but it is also possible to subtly communicate other
key development messages to the audience. And how many
times in the year do you get a captive audience? Here are some
things you could do:
yy Use a senior student as the evening’s master of ceremonies.
Ensure that the student is well-prepared and has a script of
what to say throughout the program.
Message: we have great student leaders.

In addition to these short messages during the program:
yy Consider how to showcase other aspects of your school’s
program through displays and demonstrations before or
after the program.
yy Have promotional material, DVD’s and recruitment
brochures available for people to pick up.
yy Ensure that all administrators and board members are
wearing their name tags and know what their role and
message is that evening.
yy Provide refreshments after the program so that you can
mingle with your community.
yy Consider having a reception by invitation only for a select
part of your supporting community before the program
begins so that you can focus your message on that particular segment.
yy Consider giving every audience
member something to take
home with them as a
reminder of the school
and its special place in
their lives.
Hopefully these suggestions will get you thinking
about the importance of
your key messages and
the variety of ways and
opportunities you have
for communicating them.

yy Have the board chair or superintendent thank the audience
for their support as volunteers, committee members and
donors.
Message: we need your support in many ways fill our mission.
yy Have a recent student alumnus share a testimony about
their current work or studies.
Message: our school prepares its students well for the future.
yy Have music alumni join the choir or band on stage for a
closing number.
Message: you might have graduated, but you are still part
of our community and always will be.
yy Have a student (not necessarily a music student) share
something significant that has happened or will be
happening at the school.
Message: this is a great school with a variety of programs
and activities.
yy Have a parent express their appreciation for the work
of the teachers and staff in the academic and spiritual
formation of their child.
Message: the school is fulfilling its mission and we can help
by recruiting others.

Gerry Ebbers (geraldebbers@shaw.ca)
is the SCSBC Consultant for
Stewardship and Development
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Time to Assess Your
International Program

Marlene Bylenga • SCSBC International Ed Coordinator

This is a good time of year to assess your International Program
and to make necessary policy and organizational changes for the
upcoming school year. Like all areas of education, International
Education is changing and evolving. Several years ago students
coming from overseas were predominantly from Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Japan and Korea, but now students are also coming from
South America, Vietnam, China and Russia, to name a few. Each
of these countries has distinct cultures, and the nuances of these
cultures bring an added flavour to our classrooms.

Preschool, kindergarten, and grade one teachers are all
invited to SCSBC's first-ever early learning conference for
Christian educators. The exciting line-up of presenters is
drawn from experts in the field, instructors at the postsecondary level, and current classroom teachers.

As you prepare for the upcoming year, you might want to spend
some time reflecting on the following:
yy How does the mission and vision of your school address
cultural diversity?
yy Does the international student tuition fee charged allow
you to provide the necessary supports to your students?
yy Is your ELL support program meeting the need of students
whose first language is not English?
yy Are your classroom teachers aware of the norms and values
of the cultures from which your students come?
yy Do you provide sufficient support to homestay parents?
re they being adequately compensated?
yy What attracts international students to your school? Are
your web site and promotional materials user-friendly for
those who may have limited English?
I am sure that some of these questions may prompt you to
want to find out what other schools are doing. At the upcoming
Mosaic Conference, you will be able to learn from presenters
who are involved in International Education and who will be
able to give you their perspectives on some of the topics listed
above. In addition, the
opportunity to network
with others who are
involved in International Education will be
invaluable.
Go to the SCSBC website
at www.scsbc.ca and
look for the Mosaic
graphic. Below it, you
will find the links to
the Mosaic Conference
brochure and to the
online registration form.
Payment can be mailed
to the SCSBC office or
to pay by Visa, phone
604-888-6366.
See you there!
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Marlene Bylenga (ieprogram@scsbc.ca) is the
SCSBC International Education Coordinator

The apostle Paul said, “When I was a child, I spake as a child,
I understood as a child, I thought as a child” (I Corinthians
11:13). Speaking, understanding, and thinking as a child
involves play. Teachers of young children value the role of
play and know how essential it is to learning.
The number of our Christian preschools has almost doubled
in the last three years. With full-day kindergarten being an
option for independent schools, a number of our schools
are offering this as well as a half-day program. More of our
schools are creating early learning teams, consisting of
preschool, kindergarten and grade one teachers. With these
changes, our schools have had to rethink how to design
the educational program that honours what the Bible says
about children and how God has designed them to learn.
The Playscapes Early Learning Conference will address
play-based learning from a biblical world view. How can we
create a learning environment that will support the young
learners in our Christian schools? What is the connection
between learning outcomes and play? What do we know
about brain-based research that can inform our practice?
These topics and more will be explored at the conference.
The conference brochure and online registration will be
available soon on the SCSBC website.

J-Curving Your Teachers

The primary task of principals is to J-curve teachers. No more; no
less. A significantly large proportion of their time is “to teach the
teachers."2 Much less time on operations, paperwork and parents;
less on crisis and management; less on students. “Great principals
focus on students -- by focusing on teachers.”3

Let’s take a two-question quiz.
What’s the book on Luongo? Check all appropriate boxes.
(For non-sport aficionados, “book” is the current
status of an athlete’s weaknesses and strengths.)








That intentional focus has much merit, considering the substantial investment a school community makes in each of its teachers.
For each teacher, it can be a $1,000,000 investment. Consider a
teacher who serves a school for 20 years at an annual wage and
benefit package of about $50,000. Did you do the math? They’re
worth keeping books for, aren’t they?

makes the big saves inconsistently
was burdened by his captaincy
required a more objective goaltending coach
is intensely competitive
has high expectations to win
is willing to improve

So what might those books look like?

How big is the actual book on Louie?
(Correct answers: arguably, all of the above)

 substantial

Don’t kid yourself, when
an organization invests a
million dollars or more in
one of their people, they
expect real books to be
kept -- and kept substantially. Coach Vigneault has
his thick tome on Roberto,
Roberto has his own
copious copy, and there are,
for sure, another 29 more
books – every NHL team
has their own voluminous
book on R.L. to help their
players score on him.
Those books are fat-full
of analyzed stats, candid
observations, brutal selfreflections, goals achieved, goals to be achieved, trends, predictions, constructive critique and appropriate affirmations. Those
books serve as a critical driver in the on-going implementation
of expected improvement and
Mediocrity
excellence.

So now, some questions.

At thin minimum, you should find current summative evaluations.
Yet, a book’s thick richness would be found in its self-reflections;
its goals set and met; its growing list of learning opportunities
attended and implemented; its clear self-articulation of required
improvement; and a principal’s continuous observations, critique
and affirmations. Such books would be a collection of critical
working documents – assessments for learning – designed to
hone the multitude of components and skills that make good
teachers into masters.
Regretfully, without consistent and intentional guidance, some of
our teachers continue to weight-lift certain self-loved instructional practices to such an extent that their teaching has deformed
into one pedagogical muscle bulge while other important
practices atrophy. Being a master at one pedagogy but deficient
in most others isn’t conducive to respecting differentiation in the
classroom. Facilitating over-all instructional fitness is the focus of
each teacher’s personal educational trainer – the principal.

How does a principal make J-curving happen?
By constantly being where the learning is happening – where the
teachers are. By watching, listening, observing, team-teaching
and learning. Being a master teacher and the lead learner.
Keeping the books.
Defaulting our teachers to a bell-curve of expectations shouldn’t
be an option; it’s just too costly when it comes to our students’
learning. Let’s J-curve our teachers upwards from good to great!

An NHL hockey coach’s primary
Failure
Excellence
task is to lead a school of skaters
100
50
to victory. There can be no bell 0
curve approach at this level: no acceptance of expected failure
for a few, mediocrity for most, and excellence for an elite.
At this level, all are J-curved: proficiency is presumed;
improvement is implicit; excellence is expected.

Bill de Jager • SCSBC Director of Learning

1
Todd Whitaker, What Great Principals Do Differently: Fifteen Things That Matter
Most, p. 35.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.

Bill de Jager (bill.dejager@twu.ca) is the SCSBC
Director of Learning focusing on Middle and High School

Excellence

Improvement

Who’s keeping the books?

Proficiency

0
50
Is your school community
committed to providing an exceptional learning environment
for your students?

Then give them outstanding teachers; give them a school
teeming with exceptional teachers. And who’s responsible for
nurturing such proficient people? Your principal, of course.

Discussion questions

100

What do the books look like?
How are the books being used?
Are we bell-curving or J-curving our teachers?
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Developing the Next School Budget:

What approach will your school be taking this year?
The annual budgeting process will soon start again for all
schools. How will the team responsible for the budget approach
the process this year? What will be some of the key performance
indicators you will be looking for? How does your school budget
compare to the ‘best practices’ among other SCSBC schools?

John Vegt • SCSBC Director of Finance

There is significant management value in keeping track of
departmental expenses. These expenses should include those
for preschool, elementary, middle and secondary departments,
transportation, information technology, development, facilities, debt and capital costs, special needs and administration.
The SCSBC Budget Template provides a budget process for this.
Since approximately seventy-five percent of all operational
Equally important to the budgeting process is to
budget expenses relate to teaching and support
document detailed assumptions and to include
staff costs, it is crucial that the linkage between
Financial stewardship
stakeholders such as principals, treasurers, and
student enrollment and staffing receives proporought to be a core various committees of the school in the process.
tionate attention. This requires that a conservative
value of our schools.
detailed enrollment analysis is completed as a first
Over the last four years, the combined financial
step in the budgeting process. Each family, each
picture of SCSBC schools has gone from an
student, each special needs student, each grade, each internaoperating surplus of $4.2 million in 2007 to a shortfall of $1.3
tional/first nations student, each preschool and kindergarten
million in 2010. This represents an overall cumulative downward
student, each likely tuition assistance applicant, each discount,
shift of $5.5 million. As a general observation, tuition fees have
each transportation fee, each registration fee together with the
not kept up with the increase in expenses, and staffing efficienupdated tuition schedule must be calculated in detail. It also
cies based on changing enrollment are not being achieved.
requires that a listing of each staff member, with their correSchools are often far too slow to make the necessary reduction
sponding level on the new salary schedule and every payroll
in staffing and administrative costs when school enrolment
benefit be determined in detail.
decreases. In addition, a decrease in fundraising revenues and
planned giving visits has been noted in some of our schools.
However, it is the relationship
Over the last four years,
between expected student enrollA review of other SCSBC school benchmarks should assist
ment and staff employment which
the combined financial
in determining whether any of your benchmarks need to be
must be examined most carefully.
reviewed as part of the budgeting process. Please contact the
picture of SCSBC
In
fact,
a
principal
/
superintenSCSBC Director of Finance for further information regarding
schools has gone from
dent's
careful
analysis
of
this
aspect
benchmark comparisons between your school and other SCSBC
an operating surplus
of the budget may be one of their
schools.
of $4.2 million in 2007
most significant contributions to
Financial stewardship ought to be a core value of our schools.
to a shortfall of $1.3
the budgeting process.
Having this value in place will ensure continued fair and
million in 2010. This
The SCSBC Budget Template calcuequitable compensation for staff, appropriate and affordable
represents an overall
lates the required staff needed for
tuition fees for parents, and responsible fiscal and budgetary
cumulative downward
the classes and courses based on
policies for school boards.
shift of $5.5 million.
enrolled students. The required
John Vegt (jvegtscsbc@shaw.ca)
staffing is then compared to the
is the SCSBC Director of Finance.
actual staffing. If the actual staff is either more or less than the
required staff, the administration should immediately determine
hiring or downsizing of staff. It should be noted that this calculation is a guideline for determining appropriate staff levels. Each
school will have unique staffing needs that may vary from this
calculation. This exercise should be completed very early in the
new year, preferably in January.
The actual gap between SCSBC teacher compensation and
public school compensation has been increasing within recent
years. At minimum, SCSBC schools are encouraged to pay
at levels recommended in the current SCSBC Compensation
Report, and perhaps even higher in regional areas with housing,
transportation and living costs higher than the provincial
average.
Best practice suggests that all provincial government grants
and student tuition fees should fund one hundred percent of
the operating cost of your school’s budget. If this is not the case,
tuition fees are likely too low.
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Fifth Annual Christian Schools
Finance, Business Management
and Development Conference

Resources in Our Library!
Check these out online...

Digital Citizenship in Schools
Mike Ribble, Gerald Bailey
"What is digital citizenship? Why should
educators, students and parents care?
Starting with a basic definition of the
concept and an explanation of its
relevance and importance, the authors go
on to explore the nine elements of digital
citizenship. They provide a useful audit
and professional development activities
to help educators determine how to go
about integrating digital citizenship concepts into the classroom.
Activity ideas and lesson plans round out this timely book."

Meeting the Needs of Second
Language Learners

Online registration is open for this popular and well-attended
conference. The early registration rates are in effect until February
22, 2011. An added incentive to register promptly is that late
registrants may have to arrange for their own accommodations off
site, since last year we filled Cedar Springs to capacity. We welcome
the Prairie Association of Christian Schools as they make this their
finance and development conference for 2011. You will find links to
the conference brochure and online registration at www.scsbc.ca.
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Classroom Instruction that Works with
English Language Learners
- Facilitator's Guide
- Participant's Workbook

Jane D. Hill and Cynthia L. Björk
"What can teachers do to ensure that English
language learners understand academic
content while developing their English
language skills? The strategies discussed
include homework and practice, summarization and note taking, and use of nonlinguistic
representations, among many others. For each
strategy, the authors provide a summary of the
research, detailed examples of how to modify
the strategy for use with ELL's in mainstream
classrooms, and teacher accounts of implementation. Because ELL's face cultural hurdles
as well as linguistic ones, this book also shows
teachers how to glean insight into students'
backgrounds and address the cultural biases
inherent in many classroom practices.

2011-2012
COMPENSATION REPORT

CH R

Judith Lessow-Hurley
"The author examines the popular myths
about educating students in a multilinguistic society and introduces six key issues. By
confronting common beliefs about Englishonly and immersion programs, basic interpersonal communication skills, the influence
of culture on language, etc., Lessow-Hurley
reveals how schools can successfully educate
students from diverse backgrounds."

SCSBC

The recently released 2011-12 Compensation Report has
been approved by the SCSBC Board and has the full support
of the Christian Teachers Association of BC and the Christian
Principals Association of BC. The report is available on the
SCSBC website and can be downloaded by member schools
at www.scsbc.ca/Members/CompensationReport.pdf

Accommodating English language learners is
one of the greatest challenges educators face
today. This practical, research-based book gives
elementary school teachers the guidance they
need to help ELLs of all nationalities thrive
alongside their English-dominant peers."

Request these books through our SCSBC
online resource library at www.scsbc.ca
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SCHOOL NEWS AND EVENTS
Music Focus Day
The SCSBC calendar has been filled with Focus Days
for professional development. On Friday, January
14, twenty-three Christian music educators from
SCSBC schools as far away as Salmon Arm (King’s)
and Vancouver Island (Nanaimo, Pacific and Duncan)
gathered to discuss the purpose of Christian music
education. The role of hymn singing was a main focus
for the session. Later in the day, breakout groups for
elementary and middle/secondary formed to share
resources and pedagogical strategies.

Room to Grow for Gibsons Christian School
Gibsons Christian School has appreciated their home in the
Christian Life Assembly building for many years, but space
and location were prayer concerns. Last summer, the Sunshine
Coast School District advertised a vacancy in their Davis Bay
Annex. This building was the original school in Davis Bay,
built in the 50's, and
in use until last year.
The favourable layout
of the building, room
for growth and the
central location all
pointed to the wisdom
of relocating, even if it
meant a move in the
middle of the school
year. The school district
completed renovations
and improvements,
and there were also generous donations of time, money and
materials from the public. Students will share the gym and use
of the playground with the K-5 Davis Bay Elementary School.
All in all, Gibsons Christian School students and teachers are
delighted with their new, spacious facilities.

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
[ FEBRUARY ]
4: Curriculum Coordinators
Meeting - Elementary and
Middle School
11: CTABC Regional Day Okanagan
18: CTABC Regional Day Vancouver Island
24 - 25: MOSAIC:
International Education
Conference
25: CTABC Regional Day Vancouver / Fraser Valley
[ MARCH ]
8 - 9: Finance, Business
Management and
Development Conference
21-25: Spring Break
(one-week option)
28 - April 1: Spring Break
(optional second week)
[APRIL]
8: Library Specialists
[MAY]
4-6: CPABC Conference
[JUNE]
28 - 29: PLAYSCAPES Early
Learning Conference
30: Summer Break
[JULY]
18-21: CSI Leadership
Convention

6th: White Rock Christian

6th: Cedars Christian

9th: Houston Christian

7th: Richmond Christian

10th: Abbotsford Christian

8th: Duncan Christian

13th: Cedars Christian

9th: Vernon Christian

Girls AA Volleyball

10th: Unity Christian

1st: Surrey Christian

Boys AA Volleyball

Boys A Volleyball

6th: Langley Christian

4th: Bulkley Valley Christian

15th: Pacific Christian
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Girls A Volleyball
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Volleyball Provincial Championships

SCSBC
Society of Christian
Schools in BC
7600 Glover Road,
Langley BC V2Y 1Y1

www.scsbc.ca
604.888.6366

